Relationship between life satisfaction and sympathovagal balance in healthy elderly males at home at night
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study is to clarify how well-being correlates with autonomic nervous system (sympathovagal) balance in healthy elderly males at home at night awake and resting. The RR-interval and body acceleration of 39 healthy elderly male subjects were recorded with an ambulatory device for 72 hours. The normalized high-frequency (0.15 - 0.4 Hz) power (HFnu) of RR-interval variability (sympathovagal balance index) was calculated from 10 min long data sets that satisfied all of the following conditions: 1) average body acceleration was less than 30 mG, 2) the subject was at home, 3) the subject was awake, and 4) more than 95 percent of the time-series of instantaneous heart rate was within 40 to 160 [bpm]. Subjects recorded their subjective well-being level, including life satisfaction level, on a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) questionnaire. We investigated the correlation between the subjective well-being level and mean HFnu. A significant negative correlation between life satisfaction level and mean HFnu (r = −0.47, p = 0.004) was observed. This result implies that sympathovagal balance becomes the predominant state of the sympathetic nervous system in healthy elderly males with relatively high life satisfaction while at home at night awake and resting.
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1. INTRODUCTION

To design home environments properly so that elderly people can live in health mentally and physically, it is necessary to reveal the relationship between the mind and body of elderly people during daily life in their homes. Finding out the relationship between psychological and physiological states in daily life is important for knowing the effect of psychological states on health [1]. It was reported that negative psychological states such as depression and anxiety increase the risk of developing coronary heart disease [2]. Many findings on the relationship between positive emotion in daily life and physical health are reported [3]. For example, subjects with a more positive emotional style had a reduced risk of developing respiratory illness in response to rhinoviruses and influenza viruses [4]. In addition, it was reported as a result of a cohort study that subjects with greater emotional vitality characterized by a sense of energy and positive well-being were at reduced risk for coronary heart disease [5].

Keeping sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system activity balanced properly is important for health. Heart failure is related to elevated sympathetic nerve activity [6]. Mental and physical inactive states are related to the parasympathetic nervous system being in a too predominant state. Balance in autonomic nervous system activity (sympathovagal balance) in daily life can be measured with a heart rate variability monitor [7]. LF/HF, which is the power ratio of the low-frequency band (LF: 0.04 - 0.15 Hz) and high-frequency band (HF: 0.15 - 0.4 Hz) of the frequency spectrum of the RR interval of electrocardiogram, and HFnu, which is the normalized value of the power of the HF band, are used as indices of autonomic nervous system activity balance [8-10]. A high value of HFnu means that balance be-
comes the predominant state of the parasympathetic nervous system.

The factors affecting balance in autonomic nervous system activity are not only the psychological state but also physical exertion, which increases sympathetic nervous system activity. Therefore, to find the relationship between the psychological state and the balance in the autonomic nervous system, the effects of physical exertion need to be eliminated. One method for doing so measures body acceleration to assess the daily activity level, and data higher than a certain threshold is eliminated from analysis [11-13].

Bhattacharyya et al. [14] examined the relationship between positive emotion and balance in autonomic nervous system activity for elderly patients suspected of coronary artery disease. As a result, it was shown that patients with positive emotion in daily life had a higher HFnu value with statistical significance and a predominant parasympathetic nervous system. Patients with coronary artery disease have a sympathetic nervous system in a more predominant state than do healthy people [15]. Therefore, this relationship between balance in autonomic nervous system activity and positive emotion might not be applied to healthy subjects. In addition, in this study, physical activity was not recorded while heart rate variability was being measured but rather recorded by being remembered. Also, the relationship between the subjective well-being level of healthy elderly people and balance in autonomic nervous system activity in daily life has not yet been revealed. Therefore, in this study, for healthy elderly males, heart rate variability and body acceleration in daily life were measured at the same time, and the relationship between balance in autonomic nervous system activity and the subjective well-being level in daily life, including life satisfaction, with low physical activity at home was investigated. Balance in the autonomic nervous system activity changes not only by one’s psychological state and physical exertion but also by the effects of circadian rhythm [16] and the present environment. Therefore, in this study, the time period for when the subjects stayed awake at night in their homes was focused on. Our hypothesis is that the more satisfied with life a healthy elderly male is, the more the sympathetic nervous system is predominant when he stays awake at night at home and physical activity level is relatively low.

2. METHODS

2.1. Participants

Normal healthy elderly male subjects (N = 39, age: 61 to 79 years) participated in this experiment. None of the subjects had a history of cardiovascular, respiratory, brain, or mental disease. None of the subjects were taking any medication at the time. All subjects provided their informed written consent as approved by the Ethical Committee on Human Research at Nara Medical University and the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology.

2.2. Daily Life Experiment

Subjects intermittently wore an Active Tracer ambulatory device (AC-301, GMS, Japan) in a pouch at the waist for a total of 72 hours during daily life, including sleep, except when taking a bath or shower. This device records the RR-intervals of the electrocardiogram (heart rate variability) and body acceleration 10-cm VAS.

2.3. Data Analysis

Many subjects stayed home from 19:00 to 21:00 and remained awake the entire time, so this time period was chosen to be the analysis object. First, the time period for days 1 to 3 was divided into windows 10 minutes in length (a total of 36 windows). Only the windows in which the following conditions, 1) to 4), were met were chosen to be analysis objects. For 1), average body acceleration must be lower than 30 mG (when physical exertion is low). It was reported that 157.5 mG is the optimum threshold value for discriminating between an active state and rest by measuring body acceleration [11]. We used the value 30 mG, which is five times smaller, in this study. For 2), the subject must be at home (judged by the registration paper). For 3), the subject must be awake (judged by the registration paper and body acceleration data). For 4), more than 95 percent of the time-series of instantaneous heart rate must be within 40 to 160 [bpm] (when S/N ratio of signal is high).

HFnu calculation was carried out with the heart rate variability of the windows of the analysis objects. The power spectrum was calculated by applying a fast Fourier transform (FFT) to the RR-interval signal for each 10-min data set. The area (i.e., power) of the high-frequency component (HF: 0.15 to 0.4 Hz) of the power spectrum was divided by the total power from which the very-low-frequency component (VLF: <0.04 Hz) had been subtracted in order to calculate the normalized HF power (HFnu). A high HFnu value implies that sympathovagal balance shifted towards parasympathetic dominance [8-10].

Four subjects who had no windows where all of the conditions were met were eliminated from the subsequent analysis. For each subject, the average values of HFnu were calculated from the windows of the analysis objects. HFnu was put on the horizontal axis, and the well-being index for life satisfaction, health satisfaction, economic satisfaction, and calmness were put on the vertical axis, then the correlation between the two was
evaluated by calculating Pearson’s correlation coefficients and their p-values.

3. RESULTS

The average value among the subjects for the average HFnu values of the analysis objects was 0.39 ± 0.09. Negative correlation with statistical significance was found between the average values for life satisfaction and the HFnu (r = −0.47, p < 0.01) (Figure 1). For other well-being indices, the average values were not statistically significant, but an inclination for negative correlation with calmness (r = −0.31, p = 0.06) was found (Table 1).

4. DISCUSSION

As a result of the experiment, an inclination was shown that the more satisfied with life a healthy elderly male was, the more the sympathetic nervous system was predominant while awake at home at night. In addition, in this analysis, body acceleration was measured at the same time, and time periods with a high value for body acceleration were eliminated from the analysis objects. Therefore, it is considered that the state of having a predominant sympathetic nervous system is due not to physical exertion but to the state of being mentally active and energetic.

In the previous study, it was reported that, in elderly patients suspected of coronary artery disease, the HFnu value of patients with strong positive emotion in daily life is higher with statistical significance and that the state of the parasympathetic nervous system of these patients is more predominant than that of patients with weak positive emotion [14]. Our result for this current study is contrary to the previous study. Patients with coronary artery disease have a sympathetic nervous system in a more predominant state than do healthy people. Actually, although the average age of elderly people suspected of coronary artery disease in the previous study [14] was 61 ± 9 years, which is younger than that in our study, the average HFnu value of the subjects while staying awake was 0.24 ± 0.09, which is far lower than the 0.39 ± 0.09 of our study result. Therefore, the relationship between the balance in autonomic nervous system activity and a positive psychological state (ex. life satisfaction) does not always apply to healthy people. As shown in the results of our current study and the previous study [14], the relational expression between balance in autonomic nervous system activity and a positive psychological state is not a monotonous function but is inferred to be an inverted U-shaped curve, as shown in Figure 2. In other words, for patients with coronary artery disease whose balance in autonomic nervous system activity is relatively inclined to a predominant state of the sympathetic nervous system, the more the balance is inclined to a predominant state of the sympathetic nervous system, the more the psychological state becomes inclined towards a negative direction. In contrast, for healthy people whose balance in autonomic nervous system activity is relatively inclined to a predominant state of the parasympathetic nervous system, the more the balance is inclined to a predominant state of the parasympathetic nervous system, the more they become mentally inactive, so the psychological state becomes inclined towards a negative direction. Therefore, it is considered to be best for the psychological state that

---

**Table 1.** Pearson’s correlation coefficients and the p-values of the average value of autonomic nervous system activity balance index HFnu and life satisfaction, health satisfaction, economic satisfaction, and calmness. *p < 0.01.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Life satisfaction</th>
<th>Health satisfaction</th>
<th>Economic satisfaction</th>
<th>Calmness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HFnu</td>
<td>r = −0.47</td>
<td>r = −0.09</td>
<td>r = −0.18</td>
<td>r = −0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p = 0.004</td>
<td>p = 0.57</td>
<td>p = 0.29</td>
<td>p = 0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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balance in autonomic nervous system activity is not the result of the sympathetic or parasympathetic nervous systems being in too predominant a state but rather that the state is kept in moderate balance.

In this study, life satisfaction was evaluated with a single item, the VAS. In many studies, life satisfaction is evaluated with a paper questionnaire that contains multiple items such as a Life Satisfaction Index (LSI) [17] and a Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS) [18]. However, it was reported that evaluating well-being with a single item like in this study still has sufficient reproducibility and validity [19-20]. Therefore, life satisfaction was evaluated with a single-item question [21-23].

In summary, it is shown that the more satisfied with life a healthy elderly male is, the more predominant the sympathetic nervous system is when he stays awake at home at night and the physical activity level is relatively low.
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